Errata

Please replace page 46 with the accompanying page that reflects a clarification to the agricultural sector information description.
General Agricultural Sector Information

On-farm measures should be considered agricultural, and any storage, processing (transportation) or other activities involving farm products off the farm should be considered industrial food processing. The property line is a good surrogate for demarcation.

Utilities that have a CAA contract with a Commercial/Industrial Lighting (C/IL) budget may use that budget to claim reimbursements for lighting in agricultural facilities. These claims must be entered in the PTR System.

Freeze Resistant Stock Water Tanks/Fountains

Requirements and Specifications

Installation of freeze resistant stock water tanks/fountains is a cost-effective measure in heating zones 2 and 3.

Electric resistance stock tank heater(s) must be removed or permanently disabled. Tanks and installations must meet the RTF specifications for freeze resistant stock tanks/fountains, available in the PTR.

Documentation Requirements (If any specifically required)

See the general documentation requirements in section 4.1.3.

Reimbursement Levels and Strategies

BPA will credit/reimburse $165 for installation of a freeze resistant stock tank/fountain in heating zone 2 and $225 for installation of a freeze resistant stock tank/fountain in heating zone 3. It is not cost effective in heating zone 1, so BPA will provide no credit/reimbursement.

Irrigation-Related Measures

Requirements and Specifications

BPA will accept claims for CRC credit or CAA invoices for reimbursement for verified energy savings of energy efficiency upgrades to new or existing irrigation systems and water management. This is only on the condition these facilities have been designed, constructed, and verified in substantial compliance with the most recent irrigated agriculture specifications that are available in the PTR, under Downloads.